Methods for colloid transport visualization in pore networks
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1 Prediction of colloid transport in the subsurface is relevant to researchers in a variety of fields such as contaminant transport, wastewater treatment, and bioremediation. Investigations have traditionally relied on column studies whereby mechanistic inferences must be drawn on the basis of colloid behavior at the outlet. Over the past decade, development of noninvasive visualization techniques based on visible light, magnetic resonance, and X rays have provided insight into a number of colloid transport mechanisms by enabling direct observation of individual colloids at the pore scale and colloid concentrations at longer length scales. As research focus shifts from transport of ideal colloids in ideal media such as glass beads to natural colloids in natural porous media, these noninvasive techniques will become increasingly useful for studying the collection of mechanisms at work in heterogeneous pore systems. It is useful at this juncture to review recent progress in colloid transport visualization as a starting point for further development of visualization tools to support investigation of colloids in natural systems. We briefly discuss characteristics of visualization systems currently used to study colloid transport in porous media and review representative microscale and mesoscale visualization studies conducted over the past decade, with additional attention given to two optical visualization systems being developed by the authors.


1. Introduction

2 Colloids are generally defined as particles less than 1 μm in diameter which do not readily settle in water due to their size and density, and are composed of a variety of materials including mineral or rock fragments, mineral precipitates and organic macromolecules, as well as microorganisms (e.g., protozoa, fungi, bacteria, viruses). Colloids may be transported through porous media while suspended in water and are subject to interaction with gas, liquid and solid interfaces. The need to understand the dynamics of colloid transport through the subsurface and other porous media is shared by researchers in a wide range of fields such contaminant transport, wastewater treatment, and bioremediation. For example, colloids may facilitate transport of sediment partitioning contaminants by serving as carriers, thereby accelerating arrival times of these contaminants relative to predictions based on classic solute transport models [McCarthy and Zachara, 1989; Puls and Powell, 1992; Corapcioglu and Jiang, 1993; Saiers and Hornberger, 1996; Kersting et al., 1999; Saiers, 2002; de Jonge et al., 2004a, 2004b]. Transport of microorganisms in the subsurface is also of interest, both from the standpoint of mitigating pathogen contamination of the subsurface or groundwater, as well as for delivery of microbial agents for bioremediation [Harvey et al., 1989].

3 In the past thirty years, a significant amount of research has been conducted on colloidal transport through saturated, “ideal” media, such as glass beads or sand, which has yielded a fundamental understanding of the nature of the interaction between colloids and media and the influence of solution chemistry [McCarthy and McKay, 2004]. There is a growing awareness, however, that theoretical models based on this understanding have limited applicability to transport in natural systems, which are far more complex than the experimental systems used [Harvey et al., 1993; Saiers et al., 1994; McCarthy and McKay, 2004]. Natural media exhibit various types of heterogeneity which can be grouped by the scale at which they occur. Examples of microscale heterogeneities include the surface chemistry and roughness of media grains, as well as surface area and configuration of interfaces. Examples of heterogeneity at the mesoscale include nonrandom distribution of grain and pore shapes and sizes, variations in pore water chemistry, the presence of preferential flow paths or macropores, variability in degree of saturation, and transients in infiltration. In addition, naturally occurring colloids vary significantly in size, shape, density, and surface properties, which influence transport behavior. These heterogeneities may have interacting, nonlinear influence on colloid movement through a medium (e.g., saturation of certain electrostatic binding locations), resulting in complicated perturbations of colloid flux at the outlet.

4 Most colloid transport experiments have employed media-packed columns to generate “breakthrough” curves, where change in output concentration is measured over time and compared to the source concentration [e.g., Toran and Palumbo, 1992; Harvey et al., 1993; Saiers et al., 1994; Wan and Tokunaga, 1997; Schafer et al., 1998; Cumbie and McKay, 1999; Silliman et al., 2001; Bradford et al., 2002;
Saiers, 2002; Saiers et al., 2003; Keller et al., 2004; Lenhart and Saiers, 2004]. This methodology is nonideal for the study of transport in heterogeneous media where multiple mechanisms may have different or even opposite effects on colloid behavior, making interpretation of breakthrough curves difficult. Column dissection following flowthrough experiments allows investigators to examine colloid deposition patterns, which may be used to make some mechanistic interpretations of colloid-media interaction [e.g., Tufenkji et al., 2003]. However, destructive sampling does not preserve information about colloid location relative to media grains or various interfaces, which is essential for understanding pore-scale processes, and does not allow observation of processes over time. Given these limitations of column experiments, it is recognized that noninvasive visualization methods can greatly enhance investigation of colloid transport in more heterogeneous and representative media [Blume et al., 2002; DeNovio et al., 2004].

It is conceptually useful to distinguish visualization methods at two scales. Pore-scale/microscale visualization enables researchers to study interaction of individual colloids with air, water, and solid interfaces as influenced by microscale heterogeneities, such as pore configuration and surface roughness or chemistry. Darcy/mesoscale visualization methods, which provide a means to probe the spatial variability of colloid concentrations within a given volume of media, enable investigators to study the effects of pore-scale mechanisms, as well as higher-order media features and heterogeneities, on retention and transport of a population of colloids as they pass through the medium. At both spatial scales, noninvasive visualization can facilitate assessment of the relative importance of different mechanisms, investigation of changes in transport as a function of time or changing conditions, and can lead to discovery of previously unrecognized mechanisms, as illustrated by the visualization of colloid retention at air-water interfaces by Wan and Wilson [1994].

Here we review a variety of visualization methods being used to investigate colloid transport in pore networks at both microscale and mesoscale. The paper is organized in four sections, beginning with a discussion of the main characteristics of different visualization methods, followed by reviews of both pore-scale and mesoscale visualization systems which have been used to study colloid transport in porous media, and concluding with a few remarks regarding future developments and promising technologies.

### 2. Comparisons of Visible Light, Magnetic Resonance, and X-Ray Visualization

Visualization of colloids or fluids in porous media can be achieved by a variety methods based on light, magnetic resonance imaging (MRI), X-ray, γ-ray, or positron emission. Discussion here is limited to methods currently being used or having potential for use in the near future to study colloid transport in porous media. Speculations about promising methods which have not yet been applied to the study of colloids are made at the conclusion of this review. For any study, the appropriate choice of method will depend on the required resolution, sensitivity, dimensional and temporal scale, as well as the nature of the colloids and media used. Qualitative and quantitative imaging parameters for each reported method are provided in Table 1, with the

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Source</th>
<th>Sample Depth</th>
<th>Sample Size</th>
<th>Exposure Time</th>
<th>Three-Dimensional</th>
<th>Resolution Limit</th>
<th>Contrast</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Kraft and Selker [2005], Zhang and Yang [2006]</td>
<td>cm to m</td>
<td>cm to cm</td>
<td>minutes</td>
<td>no</td>
<td>20 μm</td>
<td>fluorescence</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sherwood et al. [2003], Seymour et al. [2004]</td>
<td>cm</td>
<td>cm</td>
<td>minutes</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>10 μm</td>
<td>paramagnetic marker</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DiCarlo et al. [2006], Li et al. [2006]</td>
<td>mm</td>
<td>cm</td>
<td>?</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>3 μm</td>
<td>dopins</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hsieh et al. [1998]</td>
<td>cm</td>
<td>cm</td>
<td>?</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>?</td>
<td>radioactive tracer</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Microscopic Processes</th>
<th>Mesoscopic Processes</th>
<th>Microscopic Processes</th>
<th>Mesoscopic Processes</th>
<th>Microscopic Processes</th>
<th>Mesoscopic Processes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Visible light imaging</td>
<td>Magnetic resonance imaging</td>
<td>Visible light imaging</td>
<td>Magnetic resonance imaging</td>
<td>Visible light imaging</td>
<td>Magnetic resonance imaging</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.2 μm</td>
<td>0.2 μm</td>
<td>10 μm</td>
<td>10 μm</td>
<td>3 μm</td>
<td>3 μm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fluorescence dark field</td>
<td>Fluorescence dark field</td>
<td>Fluorescence dark field</td>
<td>Fluorescence dark field</td>
<td>Fluorescence dark field</td>
<td>Fluorescence dark field</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Differential interference contrast</td>
<td>Differential interference contrast</td>
<td>Differential interference contrast</td>
<td>Differential interference contrast</td>
<td>Differential interference contrast</td>
<td>Differential interference contrast</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---

[1] Blume et al., 2002; DeNovio et al., 2004.
[5] Sherwood et al. [2003], Seymour et al. [2004].
[6] DiCarlo et al. [2006], Li et al. [2006].
[9] Sherwood et al. [2003], Seymour et al. [2004].
[10] DiCarlo et al. [2006], Li et al. [2006].
[14] DiCarlo et al. [2006], Li et al. [2006].

---

Table 1. Fundamental Features of Visualization Techniques
caveat that the values reported may change with future technological advances.

The resolution of a given system, defined as the shortest distance between two objects (or two volumes for mesoscale systems) that can be distinguished as separate entities by the observer or camera system, is a function of the type of probe (light, X ray, or radio frequency) and the efficiencies of the imaging system components. Resolution determines the scale of the processes that can be studied and is a critical consideration in experiment design and method selection. It is worth noting that finer-resolution visualization systems generally require use of correspondingly small samples, limiting the scale of media features that can be studied. For light microscopy, resolution is limited by the wavelength of light viewed and the numerical aperture of the optical train of the microscope. Maximum resolution at 10× and 100× magnification using optimized objectives is on the order of 0.60 and 0.20 μm, respectively. For MRI, a maximum resolution of under 4 μm has been reported for imaging a single row of fluorescent polymer beads in a quartz microcapillary [Ciobanu et al., 2002], while resolution of biofilms or colloids in media-packed columns have ranged from 30 μm [Manz et al., 2003] to 200 μm [Baumann and Werth, 2005]. For synchrotron-based X-ray imaging, theoretical maximum resolution is several-fold finer than visible light techniques due to the shorter wavelengths of energy utilized. In porous media, maximum resolution of 1 μm may be possible [Wildenschield et al., 2002], however values reported in the literature range from 7.5 μm [Auzerais et al., 1996] to 30 μm [Li et al., 2006]. While all visualization methods mentioned have sufficient resolution for mesoscale investigations, currently, only visible light microscopy methods provide adequate resolution to image individual colloids. Future improvements in MRI or X-ray resolution may make these technologies applicable to pore-scale studies.

A prerequisite for visualization studies is the ability to distinguish colloids from the porous medium and other components of the experimental system, which generally requires some compromise in choice of colloids and media. Visible light studies commonly utilize fluorescent (or colored) artificial colloids in translucent media such as glass beads or sand (Figure 1) and a frequency selection technique such as the use of band-pass filters to exclude wavelengths of light not associated with the colloid signal in order to increase the signal-to-noise ratio. Artificial colloids, however, are limited approximations of natural colloids, given the wide range in composition, shape, density, and physicochemical surface properties of particles occurring in the field. If natural colloids are to be visualized, some treatment or preparation is usually required to create contrast with the medium. Although several light microscopy techniques are available for enhancing contrast without colloid manipulation (bright field, dark field, differential interference contrast, phase contrast, variable relief contrast, or polarization contrast), these methods may be unable to provide sufficient distinction between colloids and media. Furthermore, these techniques are not applicable to nonmicroscopic visualization. Nonluminescent biological colloids are commonly prepared for visualization by fluorescent staining of specific cell components [e.g., Li et al., 2004] or by development of genetic transformants which express bioluminescent genes such as green fluorescent protein [e.g., Pesnyavech and Lyon, 1998] or lux [e.g., White et al., 1996; Yarwood et al., 2002]. MRI studies require use of paramagnetic colloids or colloids labeled with a paramagnetic material, such as magnetite, to make them “visible” to the system. Figure 2 illustrates the labeling of bacteria with magnetite nanoparticles in preparation for MRI. For X-ray studies, colloids will need to be labeled with a dopin, such as gold [Li et al., 2006] or cadmium [DiCarlo et al., 2006], which is able to attenuate the appropriate X-ray frequency. It is uncertain what impact labeling techniques have on colloid properties, particularly surface chemistry. Chen and Koopman [1997] demonstrated significantly altered transport behavior of bacteria that were labeled with some, but not other, nucleic acid fluoro-
chromes. Sherwood et al. [2003] reported no change in motility of bacteria which were labeled with magnetite nanoparticles. In the case of Phytophthora spp. (water-molds), labeling of motile zoospores with a fluorophore-conjugated lectin has been shown to cause early encystment and substantial changes in surface chemistry [Hardham and Suzaki, 1986]. Thus care must be taken to select labeling materials that have minimal effect on colloid properties relevant to their transport dynamics.

Visualization of colloids in natural media poses several challenges that are difficult to overcome. In visible light systems, colloids can be imaged through translucent media that is several grain layers thick which allows for even packing and reduction of edge effects, but this comes at the cost of signal degradation due to increased attenuation and scattering of both excitation and emitted light. Natural aquifer material is generally opaque, preventing excitation light from reaching colloids and emitted light from reaching the detector. Therefore visible light studies with natural media are limited to thin sections consisting of only one or two grain layers. Even if fluorescence techniques are used, autofluorescence of media grains is likely to interfere with differentiation of colloids from the medium [Li et al., 2004]. While MRI is not affected by media opacity or autofluorescence, its use to image natural materials may be limited due to signal interference by paramagnetic and ferromagnetic components of the media, such as iron oxides or other metals, as well as organic matter and exchangeable cations [Hall et al., 1997].

Detection limit and sensitivity are important constraints of visualization systems which measure colloid concentrations. The detection limit refers to the lowest concentration of colloids that can be identified as being present and is typically reported as parts per million mass colloids per mass liquid (ppm), or in particles per unit volume (e.g., particles mL$^{-1}$). Sensitivity is defined as the smallest change in concentration that can be detected as different. Deposition of colloids in porous media has been demonstrated to be concentration-dependent [Bradford and Bettahar, 2006], at least in certain concentration ranges. Ideally, a visualization system should have a low enough detection limit to allow use of colloid concentrations that are observed in nature (10$^2$–10$^{14}$ particles mL$^{-1}$ [Kim, 1991]), and that minimize concentration-dependent artifacts.

The ability to visualize changes in time is very informative of some transport processes, while other processes may require observation only at discrete time points. The temporal resolution of a given visualization system, defined as the smallest time interval required between distinct visualizations, is dependent on the exposure time necessary to capture images with sufficient contrast and resolution. Currently, light-based microscopy provides the greatest temporal resolution, on the order of milliseconds, and can be used to visualize processes such as advective transport of individual colloids through a pore. Light-based visualization at the mesoscale requires longer exposure, on the order of minutes, depending on the intensity of fluorescence. Exposure times of MRI and X-ray visualization systems are also on the order of tens of seconds to minutes, and thus would be appropriate for studies that require only single images or sequential images of time-averaged transport.

3. Pore-Scale Visualization Systems

Pore-scale visualization systems generally consist of three main components: (1) a flow cell, (2) a pump to induce fluid motion within the flow cell, and (3) an imaging system (Figure 3). The imaging system usually comprises a conventional or epifluorescent microscope (or magnifying lens) coupled to a video or still image capture device. Flow cells are generally placed horizontally on the existing microscope stage and flow is generated by a syringe or peristaltic pump at either the influent or effluent end of the flow cell. A typical experiment entails pumping a colloid suspension through the flow cell and observing colloids as they transit through the pore network or as they interact with various interfaces (water-solid, air-water, air-water-solid). The following paragraphs describe methods of flow cell
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Source</th>
<th>Type of Micromodel</th>
<th>Network Characteristics</th>
<th>Pore Dimensions, μm</th>
<th>Visualization Method</th>
<th>Moisture Conditions</th>
<th>Nature of Colloids (Size, μm)</th>
<th>Objective</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Wan and Wilson [1994]</td>
<td>etched glass</td>
<td>regular polygon pillars and irregular shapes</td>
<td>200×50°; 300×20–100°; 4–400</td>
<td>dark-field; epifluorescence</td>
<td>unsaturated</td>
<td>hydrophilic microspheres (0.6, 1.05); hydrophobic microsphere (0.95); bacteria (1.2 × 0.8, 1.0 × 0.8); clay (0.5)</td>
<td>attachment at the air-water interface</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wan et al. [1996]</td>
<td>etched glass</td>
<td>two-domain: fracture-matrix regular cylindrical pillars</td>
<td>range of widths 0–600° 360–375 × 60–83°</td>
<td>epifluorescence</td>
<td>saturated</td>
<td>microspheres (1.0)</td>
<td>two-domain flow dispersion of bacteria</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lanning and Ford [2002]</td>
<td>etched glass</td>
<td>regular cylindrical pillars</td>
<td>60 – 83</td>
<td>light scattering to determine turbidity</td>
<td>saturated</td>
<td>latex microspheres (0.05, 1.0, 2.0, 3.0); stained bacteriophage latex microspheres (0.05, 1.0, 2.0, 3.0); stained bacteriophage latex microspheres (2,3,5,7)</td>
<td>size exclusion and dissolution of air-water interface, colloid dispersion</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sirivithayapakorn and Keller [2003a]</td>
<td>etched silicon</td>
<td>simulation of natural pore system</td>
<td>2.4 – 30 × 15°</td>
<td>epifluorescence</td>
<td>saturated</td>
<td>stained bacteriophage</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sirivithayapakorn and Keller [2003b]</td>
<td>etched silicon</td>
<td>simulation of natural pore system</td>
<td>2.4 – 30 × 15°</td>
<td>epifluorescence</td>
<td>unsaturated</td>
<td>stained bacteriophage</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Auset et al. [2004]</td>
<td>molded silicon (PDMS®)</td>
<td>rounded square pillars</td>
<td>10, 20 × 12°</td>
<td>epifluorescence</td>
<td>saturated</td>
<td>latex microspheres (2,3,5,7)</td>
<td>comparison to LB model and filtration theory predictions</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Baumann and Werth [2004]</td>
<td>etched silicon</td>
<td>regular cylindrical pillars</td>
<td>173°/35° × 50°</td>
<td>epifluorescence</td>
<td>saturated</td>
<td>microspheres (0.691,1.96)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Auset et al. [2005]</td>
<td>molded silicon (PDMS®)</td>
<td>simulation of natural pore system</td>
<td>2.4 – 30 × 12°</td>
<td>epifluorescence</td>
<td>saturated</td>
<td>DAPI stained bacteria (2 × 1); latex microspheres (5) natural colloids(0.348), modified colloids (0.368), kaolinite (0.332), Na-montmorillonite (0.324)</td>
<td>Intermittent filtration of bacteria and colloids, retention of mineral colloid in unsaturated media</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chen and Flury [2005]</td>
<td>etched glass</td>
<td>regular cylindrical pillars</td>
<td>70</td>
<td>bright field</td>
<td>unsaturated</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*a Diameter or range of diameters for pore body, when specified in the paper.

*b Diameter or range of diameters for pore throat, when specified in the paper.

*c Depth or range of depths of pore system, when specified in paper.

*d Polydimethylsiloxane.

*e LB, lattice Boltzmann.
fabrication and summarize investigations which have used pore-scale visualization.

[14] Two types of flow-through systems are currently being employed to visualize movement of individual colloids at the pore scale: micromodels and media-packed flow cells. Characteristics of these systems are summarized in Tables 2 and 3. Glass micromodels are constructed by etching a pore network pattern and its mirror image onto two glass plates which are fused face to face at high temperatures [Wan and Wilson, 1994]. Silicon micromodels have been constructed by photochemically etching a pore network pattern onto a silicon wafer and anodically bonding a glass plate to the top of the wafer and an aluminum [Baumann and Werth, 2004] or a glass [Keller et al., 1997] plate to the bottom for support. Molded silicone micromodels have been fabricated by pouring poly(dimethylsiloxane) (PDMS) into a mold consisting of an etched silicon wafer, followed by curing and polymerization with a slab of precured PDMS to form a closed channel system [Auset and Keller, 2004]. Pore network patterns are transferred to glass or silicon plates by first coating the plates with ultraviolet (UV) light sensitive photosist, placing a lithography mask (with a negative pattern) over the plate, and then exposing areas which are to be etched to UV light. Computer controlled lithography enables both precise control of the network geometry and accurate replication between plates (Figure 4). Micromodel pore networks are two-dimensional in a topological pore network sense, though some three-dimensional features are expressed at the pore scale, including pore wedge features that exist where plates meet [Wan and Wilson, 1994]. Additionally, pores of different depths on the same plate can be achieved by sequential etching [Wan et al., 1996]. The surface chemistry of micromodels depends on the composition of the material used, and is generally considered to be homogeneous. The glass used by Wan and Wilson [1994] consisted of 72% SiO2, 14% Na2O, 3.8% CaO, and other trace metal oxides, while the main components of silicon wafers used by Sirivithayapakorn and Keller [2003a] were silica and silicon hydroxides. When water wet, the surface was covered with surface hydroxyl groups and negatively charged at neutral pH. The PDMS is hydrophobic and has an air-water contact angle of approximately 109° [Auset and Keller, 2004], but can be rendered hydrophilic by sodium silicate treatment [Auset et al., 2005].

[15] The utility of visualization techniques in the study of colloid transport is illustrated by the initial micromodel application by Wan and Wilson [1994], which revealed the role of air-water interfaces as potential sites for colloid retention. Subsequent investigations using micromodels (summarized in Table 2) have led to a variety of advances including verification of putative mechanisms such as size exclusion [Sirivithayapakorn and Keller, 2003a] or film draining [Gao et al., 2006], and evaluation of predictive models based on fluid dynamics and transport theory [Auset and Keller, 2004; Baumann and Werth, 2004]. Glass micromodels introduced by Wan et al. [1996] and etched silicon micromodels developed by Rangel-German and Kovscek [2006] contain both fracture and matrix fields and are potential tools for studying two-domain flow. Employing glass micromodels with spatially periodic pore networks, Lanning and Ford [2002] studied bacterial dispersion during saturated transport and chemotaxis under stagnant fluid conditions. Using silicon micromodels with realistic pore geometries (Figure 4a), Sirivithayapakorn and Keller visualized both accelerated transport of colloids relative to the bulk liquid due to size exclusion and the presence of preferential pathways [Sirivithayapakorn and Keller, 2003a], and the fate of latex microspheres and bacteriophages during dissolution of trapped air bubbles [Sirivithayapakorn and Keller, 2003b]. Baumann and Werth [2004] visualized transport of 0.7 and 2.0 μm fluorescent colloids through silicon micromodels with a regular pore pattern (Figure 4b) to evaluate the accuracy of flow path and particle velocity predictions based on a 2-D lattice Boltzmann (LB) model and filtration efficiency predictions based on colloid filtration theory. Auset and Keller [2004] studied particle trajectories, residence times, and dispersion coefficients for

**Table 3.** Applications of Media-Packed Flow Cells for Visualization of Colloidal Transport Through Porous Media

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Source</th>
<th>Dimensions (L × W × D), cm</th>
<th>Grain Size, μm</th>
<th>Type of Microscopy</th>
<th>Moisture Conditions</th>
<th>Nature of Colloids (Size, μm)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Crist et al. [2004]</td>
<td>26.0 × 4.8 × 0.5</td>
<td>430–600</td>
<td>CCD camera attached to video microscopic lens</td>
<td>unsaturated</td>
<td>nonfluorescent blue colloids (0.3,0.8)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Crist et al. [2005]</td>
<td>26.0 × 4.8 × 0.5</td>
<td>850–1700</td>
<td>CCD camera attached to video microscopic lens</td>
<td>unsaturated</td>
<td>nonfluorescent blue colloids (4.8,5.2)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bradford et al. [2005, 2006]</td>
<td>7.0 × 2.0 × 0.2</td>
<td>150; 710/150</td>
<td>Epi-fluorescence</td>
<td>saturated</td>
<td>latex microspheres (1.1, 3.0)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zevi et al. [2005]</td>
<td>22.0 × 2.0 × 0.5</td>
<td>850–1700</td>
<td>bright field</td>
<td>unsaturated</td>
<td>hydrophilic latex microspheres (0.8,2.6,4.8); hydrophilic latex microsphere (5.2)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ochiai et al. [2005]</td>
<td>5.0 × 0.1 × 0.01</td>
<td>50–100</td>
<td>bright field and epifluorescence</td>
<td>saturated, unsaturated</td>
<td>fluoresently stained cysts (8–10), latex microspheres (1.0) latex microspheres (2.0)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gao et al. [2006]</td>
<td>6.0 × 1.6 × 0.3</td>
<td>355–425</td>
<td>bright field and epifluorescence</td>
<td>unsaturated, infiltration and draining</td>
<td>GF-transfomed E. coli</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

![Figure 4. Examples of micromodels with (a) pore pattern copied from thin slice of a porous media [from Sirivithayapakorn and Keller, 2003b] and (b) regular pore network (reprinted from Baumann and Werth [2005], copyright 2005, with permission from Elsevier).](image)
different sized colloids in idealized pore networks of PDMS micromodels. Auset et al. [2005] employed PDMS models with irregular pore geometry to investigate intermittent transport of bacteria and latex microspheres during cyclical infiltration and draining events. Using variably saturated glass micromodels, Chen and Flury [2005] observed the lack of attachment of naturally occurring and wastewater-treated colloids, pure kaolinite, or Na-montmorillonite to the liquid-gas interface.

Flow cells packed with granular media are also being used to visualize colloids at the pore scale (summarized in Table 3). Crist et al. [2004, 2005] developed an open-faced infiltration chamber filled with quartz sand (850 to 1700 μm) to a depth of 0.5 cm (Figure 5). A unique feature of this flow chamber is that it is mounted at an angle between 15° and 45°. This system was used to investigate retention of hydrophilic and hydrophobic colloids at the air-water-solid (AWS) and water-solid (WS) interfaces in unsaturated media [Crist et al., 2004, 2005; Zevi et al., 2005] as well as to image water flow through water films using confocal microscopy [Zevi et al., 2005]. The possibility that the open chamber face results in artifacts of evaporation remains a point of contention [Steenhuis et al., 2005; Wan and Tokunaga, 2005]. Gao et al. [2006] constructed flow cells from transparent acrylic, which were fitted with stainless steel membranes at the inlet and outlet ends to maintain capillary pressure, and packed with quartz sand (grain size range 355 to 425 μm) to a porosity of 0.4 (Figure 6). Using this flow cell, they observed mobilization and retention dynamics of 2.0 μm fluorescently dyed latex microspheres in various compartments of partially saturated sand under various moisture contents and flow regimes. Bradford et al. [2005] designed a 0.2 × 2.0 × 7.0 cm flow cell (150 and 710 μm) to visualize straining of 1.1 and 3.0 μm sulfate colloids at textural interfaces in homogeneous (150 μm) or layered (750/150 μm) sand, and to investigate the role of straining in microbial deposition [Bradford et al., 2006].

A flow cell system under development by our group [Ochiai et al., 2005] (Figure 7) consists of a rectangular glass capillary (#5010, Vitrocom, Mountain Lakes, NJ) packed with a monolayer of media grains. Capillaries are available in various dimensions (depths from 20 to

**Figure 5.** Schematic of tilted, open-faced visualization chamber utilized by Crist et al. [2004, 2005] and Zevi et al. [2005], showing chamber dimensions and positioning of video magnification lens and light source. Adapted with permission from Zevi et al. [2005] Copyright 2005 American Chemical Society.

**Figure 6.** Quartz-sand packed visualization flow cell constructed from acrylic plates used in the work of Gao et al. [2006].
A nylon mesh with 35 μm openings is attached on either end of the capillary to prevent loss of media. Capillaries are connected to other components of the flow system via microbore tubing and 1.6 mm (0.0625 in) barbed nylon connectors which also serve to mount the capillaries to a microscope slide. The rectangular profile of the capillary provides two transparent flat faces through which media grains and colloids can be viewed without distortion associated with wall curvature. Rectangular capillaries of various depths (20 to 1000 μm) are available and can be adapted for flow cell use. We are using 0.1 × 1.0 × 50 mm capillaries with a 0.1 mm wall that approximates the thickness of a standard microscope slide cover slip (0.17 mm), allowing use of high-magnification objectives with standard working distances. These capillary flow cells are currently being used to investigate transport of Phytophthora spp. zoospores and cysts in saturated and unsaturated media.

Edge effects created by the flow cell walls are a concern for current pore-scale visualization systems. Thus materials should be chosen with careful consideration of colloid characteristics to minimize system artifacts associated with the visualization system itself. The current systems are predominantly horizontally oriented and effects of gravity are assumed to be unimportant over the spatial and temporal scale of experiments. This assumption, however, may not be valid for larger or denser colloids, whose settling behavior may have an impact on transport. These potential shortcomings aside, the benefits gained from direct observation of microscale processes warrant continued use of these visualization systems. The ability to design and fabricate precise pore geometries and relative homogeneity of pore surfaces makes micromodels particularly useful for investigations that focus on pore geometry and interfaces. At the same time, since the etched models are fundamentally two-dimensional networks rather than three-dimensional granular structures, many critical aspects of pore-scale geometry may not be well represented in comparison to field conditions (e.g., isolated pores, pendant water, dendritic flow paths, and heterogeneous surface composition). The use of media-packed flow cells enables the visualization of colloid behavior in more realistic 3D pore spaces, and thus colloid interaction with more natural air-water interfacial configurations. These types of systems are therefore well suited to the study of pore-scale colloid behavior under partially or variably saturated media. In addition, the potential to use any type of media grain in flow cells introduces the possibility of investigating effects of media heterogeneity (physical or chemical) on interactions of colloids, media, and air-related interfaces. To date, however, investigations using media-packed flow cells have been conducted using quartz sands with well-established characteristics. The utility of micromodels for studying chemical or physical (roughness) surface heterogeneity remains to be explored and depends on the development of methods to manipulate surface properties with fairly high spatial resolution as demonstrated by Auset and Keller [2006].

4. Mesoscale Visualization Systems

While pore-scale visualization methods enable investigation of mechanisms affecting individual or small populations of colloids, they have limited applicability at greater length scales where larger-scale media features play
a major role [Sun et al., 2001]. At the mesoscale (here defined as 10–1000 times the pore scale) heterogeneities such as nonrandom distribution of grain and pores shapes and sizes, textural inclusions, variability in saturation, gradients in pore water chemistry, local pore clogging, or presence/evolution of preferential flow paths are expected to affect overall colloid movement through and retention within a medium. Mesoscale visualization methods do not track individual colloids but enable observation of colloid concentrations in a given volume of media. In addition to providing a means to validate upscaling of pore-scale mechanisms to behavior of colloid populations at the column length scale, mesoscale visualization can aid in investigation of the influence of various media heterogeneities and features on colloids populations as they pass through the medium.

[20] The basic setup of mesoscale visualization systems is analogous to that of pore-scale systems, and entails (1) a media-packed flow cell, (2) a means to generate fluid flow, and (3) an imaging system. Physical dimensions and configuration of flow cells vary widely from system to system and are critical considerations as they determine the length scale of media features that can be investigated. Imaging in mesoscale systems is also constrained by parameters such as detection limit, sensitivity, and spatial or temporal resolution which may determine their applicability to a given study. Briefly, the three types of visualization systems currently under development discussed here are (1) epifluorescent systems developed by Zhang and Wang [2006] and Bridge et al. [2006], (2) a transmitted fluorescence system employed by Kraft and Selker [2005], and (3) MRI systems utilized by Sherwood et al. [2003], Olson et al. [2004], and Baumann and Werth [2005].

[21] A light-based mesoscale visualization method developed by Zhang and Wang [2006] utilizes a horizontally oriented 20 × 20 × 1 cm flow cell packed with quartz sand, mounted within a light-tight box (Figure 8). Excitation light from a 150 Watt halogen lamp is filtered and directed into a closed optical path image chamber and through an optical-grade transmittable acrylic viewing window where fluorescent latex particles in the flow cell are excited. Emitted light is reflected off a 45° angle mirror, passed through an emission filter and collected by a 14-bit, cooled charge-coupled device (CCD) camera that resides in a separated chamber of the light-tight box. Each pixel in the resultant 1024 × 1024 pixel array can be resolved to an area as small as 400 μm². Placement of the source and detector on the same side of the flow cell is intended to reduce the amount of excitation light that enters the detector and the sensitivity of the system is reported at approximately 0.45 particles mL⁻¹ (approximately 0.1 ppm). The system has been used to observe nonexponentially decreasing deposition of colloids as a function of pore water velocity near a radial injection point. A second reflexive (epifluorescent) mesoscale imaging system has been developed [Bridge et al., 2006] which utilizes UV light to illuminate fluorescent colloids and conservative tracer as they are coadvected through a vertically oriented 200 × 100 × 6.7 mm chamber packed with quartz sand. Pixel resolution of this system is 0.478 mm², and pixel data have a dynamic range of 256 brightness values. This system has been used to calculate attachment efficiencies with varying ionic strength.

[22] The experimental system being developed by our group [Kraft and Selker, 2005; Weisbrod et al., 2003b] consists of parallel glass plates (45 × 60 cm) held vertically in an air-tight manifold to form a 1 cm thick inner chamber which is filled with granular media (Figure 9). Colloid suspensions or other fluids are introduced into the chamber by multiple inlets located at the top of the sand pack, and effluent is collected at drainage points at the bottom of the
Fluorescent colloids in the porous media are excited by an incandescent 100 Watt lamp on one side of the chamber and light emitted from colloids is detected by a CCD camera located on the side opposite the light source. The detection limit has been improved 100-fold [Kraft and Selker, 2005] by placing narrow band-pass filters in front of both the light source (filter 32054, Chroma Corp, Trenton, NJ) and the CCD (filter 41293), to exclude light off-frequency from peak excitation or emission wavelengths. The system employs a 512 × 512 pixel scientific-grade CCD camera (Princeton Instruments, Roper Scientific, Trenton, NJ) with exceptionally large photodiodes (29 µm) to allow detection of low light intensities (10 photons per pixel) over 260,000 individual points, with a 16-bit linear dynamic range. The resulting system detection limit, given a particle diameter of 1 µm and density of 1.055 g/cm³, is on the order of 0.6 ppm (Figure 10), or approximately 9 × 10⁵ particles mL⁻¹. Further improvements in detection limit are expected through installation of a light source with higher output in the target spectral band (e.g., LEDs). Spatial resolution of this system is on the order of 1 mm. Spatial resolution can be increased using a different camera, but since light is averaged across the 1 cm thickness of the chamber, spatial resolution less than 1 mm provides no additional information. Captured images are pseudocolorized to accentuate differences in emitted light intensity, which are then correlated to colloid concentrations. Time-lapse image capture enables investigation of mass transport of colloids through the experimental plane over time.

The porous media visualization system described above has been used to investigate a wide range of variably saturated transport processes. These investigations include the observation and/or quantification of the following: fingered flow [Selker et al., 1992a], wetting front instability [Selker et al., 1992b], water content [Niemet and Selker, 2001], imbibition of saline solutions [Weisbrod et al., 2002], air-water interfacial area [Niemet et al., 2002], vapor transport [Parker et al., 2006; Weisbrod et al., 2003a], colloid concentration [Weisbrod et al., 2003b], and microbial growth [Rockhold et al., 2006; Uesugi et al., 2001; Yarwood et al., 2002, 2006]. The Weisbrod et al. [2003b] study showed results indicating that colloidal particles will be retained at the capillary fringe (Figure 11). Investigation of
Baumann and Werth [2005] observed retarded diffusion of colloid particles in media over 1480 min. Processing time series of colloid fluorescence light transmission images over 1480 min. Particles were pre-labeled with silica gel (approximately 5.4 to 7.7 ppm) reported by Kim [1991]. Detection limits of the MRI systems are not as well documented, but for the system developed by Baumann and Werth [2005], appear to be on the order of 10^6 particles mL^-1 (approximately 55 ppm). Colloid deposition for 1 μm particles has been shown to be concentration-dependent at concentrations of 9.7 × 10^6 to 7.7 × 10^7 particles mL^-1 [Bradford and Bettahar, 2006] (approximately 5.4 to 42.5 ppm), suggesting that interpretation of results from mesoscale visualization studies should take into account potential concentration dependence. Currently, both visible light and MRI visualization methods have limited utility for imaging colloid transport in natural material due to media opacity and signal interference by media components such as paramagnetic and ferromagnetic particles, clay, or organic matter [Hall et al., 1997]. Development of engineered media, which better approximate features of natural media such as surface roughness and chemistry while retaining characteristics necessary for visualization, may extend the utility of current light and MRI-based visualization systems.

5. Summary and Conclusions

Over the past decade, visualization studies have contributed to the elucidation of several mechanisms rele-

![Figure 11](image-url)
vant to transport of colloids in the subsurface. While the majority of studies to date have focused on pore-scale processes, light and MRI-based mesoscale systems under development are suitable for investigation of higher-order media features and heterogeneities, while novel methods demonstrate the potential to span both length scales [Yoon et al., 2006]. Notwithstanding these advances, a limitation of current visualization methods is their dependence on “ideal” media such as glass, silica gels, or sand, and artificial colloids, which do not adequately simulate the variability in shape, composition, or surface characteristics of natural colloids or media. Thus a key challenge that remains is the development of tools to investigate transport of natural colloids in natural porous media.

[27] One approach to addressing this challenge is to develop visualization techniques which allow imaging of colloids directly in natural media. The opacity of most natural media precludes use of light-based visualization methods and presence of iron oxide may confound use of MRI. With requisite optimization of detection limits, sensitivity, as well as spatial and temporal resolution, imaging techniques based on X-ray [Thieme et al., 2003; DiCarlo et al., 2006; Li et al., 2006], γ-ray [Hsieh et al., 1998], or positron emission [Khalili et al., 1998] may in the future enable imaging of colloid concentrations or even individual colloids in intact soil cores.

[28] An alternative approach is to engineer colloids and media which have specific “nonideal” physical and chemical characteristics yet retain properties such as translucence which are critical for visualization. This approach, illustrated by column studies utilizing iron oxyhydroxide-modified sand [Johnson et al., 1996] or aminosilane-modified glass beads [Ko and Chen, 2000], can be extended to engineering of media grains with various chemical as well as physical properties, such as shape or roughness [Yoon et al., 2006], which are expected to affect colloid transport [Saiers and Ryan, 2005].

[29] With technological improvements of current visualization methods, development of novel noninvasive techniques, and engineering of artificial colloids and media which better approximate those found in natural systems, it is certain that visualization studies will continue to play an important role in advancing understanding of colloid transport in the subsurface.
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